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LESSON FIVE 

POST EVENT MANAGEMENT 

If you are expecting clear cut data to slice and dice, you will be disappointed. FB only tracks the 

actual event and doesn’t look past it to give you data. So take that and what you find form other 

sources to determine how successful your event was.  

You have been clear when and how winners will be announced both with your co-hosts and 

partiers. You posted this in the details on the event and on your websites. Now it’s time to follow 

through and deliver. And it’s time to reap the rewards giving away prizes. Your fans love this 

about you. You want it to be announced in the biggest splash of a way possible. It’s not just you 

giving away X copy of X eBook. Everyone gets more credit because there is a whole list of 

prizes given away, and we are all responsible for that wonderful fact. 

Your party is over and a success. You are the lead host. It’s your job to make sure the co-hosts 

are clear what to do from here. They’ve previously detailed to you what their prizes are.  

If you haven’t received it from them yet, reach out and get the name of the participant(s) they are 

awarding prizes to. If they are giving more than one prize, which prize goes to whom? Create a 

list of these. Draft a short announcement each host can copy and paste on their Facebook posts, 

on their blog and/or on their website. Everyone gets more credit because there is a whole list of 

prizes given away. 

This would read something like: 

Thank you for attending our Facebook Christmas Party Event. There was a lot of fun and games 

at the party. Now it’s time to award the prizes.  

The Who Brought What Treat to the Party game winner was XYZ and she receives a copy of XY. 

XX wins author XXX’s prize of $25 Amazon Gift Card. 

XXXX wins author XXXXX’s prize of audio versions of her Christmas trio of books. 

XXXXXX wins author XXXXXXX’s prize of eBooks of books 1-3 of her XSeries. 

XXXXXXXX wins author X’s prize of a hardback covered signed copy of his book of poetry. 

If your name is on this winner’s list please reach out to me with your email address either though 

FB messenger or through email at lyndareesauthor@gmail.com. I will pass your contact 

information along to the awarding author who will deliver your prize. Thank you for 

participating. I hope you had as much fun as Josie, Joe, Verns and I had. 

Merry Christmas. 

mailto:lyndareesauthor@gmail.com
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Send this message via email to the hosts. Let them post the message to the websites and blogs, 

FB posts, etc. When you have the winner’s email send it to the host so they can deliver the 

prizes. I also FB messengered each winner personally in case my post got lost in their feed, 

telling them they were winners.  

ANALYZING THE DATA: 

After your event you can click on it and bring up the post-party data collected by FB to help 

analyze how it went. This may not look as exciting as the party actually was, because it only 

includes those who actively attended the event. As you know, you also reached all your friends 

on your timeline and author pages. Additionally you reached friends of any of your friends who 

shared it with their friends. And you reached anyone your co-hosts and their friends shared it 

with as well. 

 

Note that the 16 viewed and 9 responded refers to those who actively attended the event and 

responded to posts individually within the context of the event itself. This does not include those 

who were reached, viewed and responded to the posting of event posts to your normal timeline 

and/or author page, or those your co-hosts posted to theirs. So this is the bare minimum data and 

the only data FB captures for events. By taking the additional steps of sharing outside the event, 

you increase your reach exponentially.  

Think of it like compound interest. You put money in the bank and get interest on the 

investment. That interest adds to the investment then the base investment plus interest both draw 

interest, increasing the investment base each time interest is paid. 
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If you ran a Facebook ad in conjunction with this party, check the data provided by FB for that 

ad results. If you ran a Goodreads, BookBub or any other ad during this time, check the data 

those parties provided. Check signups for your newsletter. Check likes on your FB page(s) and 

visits and likes/followers for your website, and any other social media you involve in the event. 

Check retailer sites for sales for the dates of the event. Sales could carry over for at minimum a 

few days post party.  By gathering all of these data points together and looking at them 

objectively, you can determine how wide the exposure really was and come up with ROI. I 

believe you will find it worth the effort and cost of prizes awarded. 

Staying in front of readers and top-of-mind is a key to success. Facebook events are a fun and 

easy way to draw attention to your work with minimal effort and low out of pocket cost. 

Hopefully these step by step instructions will make your Facebook parties pleasurable, 

successful ventures. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Lynda Rees 
Love is a dangerous mystery. Enjoy the ride!© 

Visit my website: www.lyndareesauthor.com 

Email: lyndareesauthor@gmail.com 

RITA Finalist,   Golden Heart Award Winner,   Golden Heart Finalist 

Gold Lust Conspiracy, Award Winning Historical Romance 

Parsley, Sage, Rose, Mary & Wine. Award Winning Romantic Suspense 

Blood & Studs 

Hot Blooded 

Blood of Champions 

Bloodlines & Lies 

Horseshoes & Roses 

The Bloodline Trail 

Real Money 

The Bourbon Trail 

God Father's Day 
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Madam Mom 

Freckles & Blondie - Children's Middle Grade 

The Thinking Tree - Children’s Middle Grade 

Sweetwater Publishing Company 

 


